
In today’s dynamic technical landscape, Predictive Maintenance stands as a cornerstone term 
within the industry. The ability to schedule maintenance precisely when needed is a game-
changer. And now, IMBuildings is proud to introduce Predictive Measurement. An innovative 
solution that harnesses the power of data analysis to foresee the impact of human activity on the 
environment.

Sustainability through  
innovation and technology

Manage your building, operations, and services 
based on usage

Smart buildings

Imagine a world where temperature, air quality, 
cleaning schedules and room occupancy are 
all seamlessly optimised to create the ideal 
conditions within your buildings. That’s precisely 
what IMBuildings’ cutting-edge solutions offer – 
uninterrupted, peak performance in your facilities.

Our state-of-the-art sensors, capable of counting 
people and measuring critical variables like 
temperature, humidity, and CO2 levels, empower 
your management
team with invaluable insights. These insights not 
only identify potential cost-saving opportunities 
but also guide you in preventing unnecessary 
energy waste.

Our People Counters meticulously track foot traffic 
in every passageway, providing the data you need 
to make informed decisions about how to optimise 
your building
or room usage. Want to know how many people 
are in a room at any given moment? Our sensors 
will give you the required data.

IMBuildings’ sensors are the key to unlocking 
the full potential of your space. They ensure that 
every inch of your facility is utilized with utmost 
efficiency, allowing you to make the most of all 
available rooms. Don’t miss the opportunity to 
elevate your building management to a whole 
new level with IMBuildings’ Predictive 
Measurement technology.
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If you’re interested in exploring further opportunities, don’t hesitate to 
reach out to us. Our team members are also available to assist you with 

any technical subjects you may have.

You can find us on:
www.imbuildings.com
linkedin.com/company/imbuildings


